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Several of the top FPGA designers and semiconductor companies, including US$1.3bn Cerebras Systems
Inc. (now part of NetSight Technologies), ASICs maker Altera and FPGA supplier Xilinx, have been

increasingly investing in the latest in semiconductor memory and interconnect technology. Xilinx did not
publish information on the design size of the Virtex-7 3000 FPGA, but it claimed that it is capable of

working at a speed of up to 1.5Gbps on the single 8x single 1Gbit SRAM [62] It uses a Virtex 7 chip that
provides the logic, the embedded processor, and the user logic Xilinx, the world s leading provider of

accelerated and embedded solutions for FPGAs, now delivers high-performance, cost-effective embedded
system solutions for ultimate IOT solutions that were all-digital. The Zynq family of devices combined

ARM cores and FPGA IP cores and is designed to realize designs that were previously not possible in the
Xilinx product portfolio. The Zynq products improve performance, reduce power consumption and

increase flexibility. The platform integrates ARM Cortex-M cores with FPGA fabric that are programmable
with the Xilinx Vivado® Design Suite. Zynq offers highly efficient ARM cores designed to meet the most

energy- and cost-critical embedded applications in the industrial, automotive, automotive, and consumer
markets. In December 2011, Xilinx began shipping the 28 nm 7-series FPGAs, but used a variation of

technology referred to as the interposer technology to build the devices. In place of the basic interposer
structure of silicon between FPGA dice, Xilinx placed two separate silicon interposers between the FPGA
dice in the package. Four separate FPGA dice are incorporated into the package, with a separate silicon

interposer structure separating each FPGA from the next. The FPGAs can all be used in parallel, speeding
up application performance.
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today, the brand xilinx represents the
world's most innovative ip in fpgas,
socs, and programmable solutions.

xilinx's customer base includes more
than 50,000 design teams in over 100

countries around the globe. the
company's addressable market in the

2013 calendar year is estimated to
exceed $20 billion. xilinx's principal
operations are located in san jose,

california, us; munich, germany; and
beijing, china. xilinx has two types of
zynq-7000 products: the zynq-7000,

which has dual arm cortex-a9 and dual
arm cortex-r5 cores, a zynq-7000 mpsoc

(microprocessor system-on-chip) (the
cortex-a9 dual core in a single package),
and an xc7z020 development board (a
zynq-7000 mpsoc development board
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with a few extra peripherals), and the
zynq-7000+—a single arm cortex-a9

core, with the zynq-7000 development
board. while there are no other vendor-
independent options, third-party fpga

manufacturers like xilinx, altera,
synopsys, elpida, and intels fpga ip for
high-volume users. as of january 2009,

altera and xilinx offer the widest
selection of fpga development

environments, with the highest value in
the industry for professional-grade, fpga-
based systems development, application

prototyping, and systems integration,
the remaining vendors are broadly
categorized as academic or system
integration vendors. the zynq-7000

series is a series of 28-nm xilinx arm
processors, fpgas, and hybrid devices

that combine the power of the arm with
the flexibility of programmable logic. in
addition to the zynq-7000 devices, the
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zynq-7020 is an arm device-based
programmable logic solution including a
programmable logic controller (plc) and
two arm cortex-m4 devices, allowing the

zynq-7020 to perform as a plc or as a
host processor for a programmable logic

device. 5ec8ef588b
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